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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

W
BY ROGER MARSLAND

ith 2016 now fading into our
collective memories and a fresh
new year upon us, I’d like to
begin by wishing everyone a very safe, happy and
prosperous new year. It’s truly been a privilege
to serve as the president of SIAC for the past two
years and as 2017 begins, it’s time for reflection
and, more importantly, action. The scaffolding
industry in Ontario has faced some serious issues
over the last while but I can assure you that much
good work has taken place to address them.
Some of the biggest challenges currently facing our
association are the new swing stage regulations
that came into effect on January 1 of this year and
the new CSA-approved vertical lifeline guidelines
that caught the entire industry by surprise. SIAC
worked aggressively on these issues in 2016 to
ensure our industry was represented, and we will
continue to address both topics in the months
ahead and through our regular interaction with
the Ontario Ministry of Labour.

This past year was an important one for SIAC in
many ways. Our association hired the government
relations and communications firm Policy
Concepts and since that time we’ve experienced
a much higher level of engagement with the
Ministry. It’s safe to say that we are now at a point
where the Ontario government is keen to engage
with our association and understands the value of
our industry. We intend to continue developing
this relationship with the government – using the

ongoing win-win, proactive approach to solving
the issues that ultimately benefit everyone.
As always, there are many people to thank for
making SIAC the organization it is – far too
many to list. I would, however, like to single out
a few: Ian Haig, Jim Wilkinson and the entire
Suspended Access Equipment committee – for
their tireless efforts and technical expertise
working on the new swing stage regulations.
I would also like to thank Bill Nasrala for his
work on the website and magazine. The monthly
newsletters prepared and distributed by Policy
Concepts have also done a good job keeping
our members up-to-date on what the Board of
Directors is doing on their behalf.
In closing, I would like to draw your attention,
unfortunately, to a tragic accident in the U.K.:
scaffolder Jamie Mines was severely electrocuted
while working just days before Christmas, losing
his leg and both arms. Jamie has two newly
born twin girls, and a fundraising campaign has
been started to try to raise money for his family.
You’ll find details of his tragic story and how to
donate below, and it’s my hope that the Canadian
scaffold industry can come together and help
Jamie and his family.
Yours truly,
Roger Marsland
President, SIAC

A Tragic Accident
Just days before Christmas, a scaffolder in the U.K. had his leg and both arms amputated after being severely
electrocuted while working at height on scaffolding. The amputations were necessary to save his life, and he remains
in intensive care.
The young man’s name was Jamie Mines. He has two newly born twin girls, and is a scaffolder by trade. To say that his
life has been drastically changed forever would be an understatement.
Please Help
A donation page has been set up to try to raise money for Jamie and his family. Many members of the SIAC have
already donated to this worthy cause, and we are asking you to consider donating too. If our industry in Canada
comes together and everyone makes just a small contribution, we have the ability to help make this tragedy a little
easier to bear. The donation page can be found here: https://www.gofundme.com/raising-money-for-jamie-mines
Thank you for your consideration.
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

BY JIM WILKINSON,
P.ENG., PRESIDENT,
WILKINSON TECHNICAL SERVICES INC.
Editor’s note: Ontario’s Ministry of
Labour (MOL) hasn’t yet published
its guidelines for the recently enacted
regulations on suspended access
equipment – but they are expected in
the next few weeks. Access Canada
magazine thought it would be useful
to review the state of the industry’s
position on the overall safety issue and
revisit some of the background.

8

Suspended access
equipment guidelines
soon to be released
by Ontario’s Ministry
of Labour
BACKGROUND

F

ollowing the tragic event on December 24, 2009 where four
workers lost their lives working on a suspended scaffold in
Etobicoke, an industry working group was established to
recommend amendments to the government’s “Regulations for
Construction Projects.” The intent of the amendments was to
improve worker training requirements and enforcement issues regarding the
use of suspended scaffolds on construction projects.

The Suspended Access Equipment Working Group (WG) was established
in July 2010 under the direction of the Construction Legislative Review
Committee (CLRC) and the Provincial Labour Management Health and Safety
Committee (PLMHSC). Training issues were identified by the Expert Advisory
Panel on Occupational Health and Safety, chaired by Tony Dean. The WG
consisted of representatives of the Scaffold Industry Association of Canada –
Ontario Chapter (SIAC), the Building and Concrete Restoration Association of
Ontario (BCRAO), construction trade unions, and MOL officials.
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Although the initial mandate of the
group was to study worker training and
enforcement issues, MOL expanded the
mandate to include engineering design and
manufacturing, site specific engineering,
and comprehensive maintenance and
testing requirements. After four years of
intensive discussions, debate, and study
there was strong agreement among the
representatives on the WG and MOL
regarding recommended amendments to
address, specifically:

KEY ISSUES

• MOL notification requirements.

Annual Non-Destructive Testing of
Welded Components
MOL officials proposed mandatory annual
Non-destructive Testing (NDT) of all
welds on modular suspended scaffold
components through a complex sampling
regime. The WG carefully considered the
practicality of this proposal and the benefit
to improving the safety of workers using the
equipment and opposed the NDT proposal
– based on major technical barriers,
extreme test cost to capital ratio, and lack
of enforceability. As an alternative, the WG
recommended a mandatory structured
maintenance and inspection protocol
including documentation requirements to
be followed by all owners and suppliers of
suspended access equipment.

The industry felt these changes would
go a long way to improving the safety of
workers erecting and using suspended
access equipment on construction projects.
However, all of the group’s members
strongly disagreed with MOL officials on a
number of key areas.

Permanent serialization of individual
platform components
As part of the NDT program, MOL
proposed that each component of a
modular platform system be permanently
and uniquely identified, and suggested an
inventory tracking system be established

• Enhanced training requirements for
operators and erectors.
• Worksite safety planning and safe use of
suspended access equipment.

by the supplier or owner of the equipment.
The WG rejected this as being completely
impractical with no benefit to worker
safety. An alternative maintenance protocol
was recommended by the group.
Design and engineering requirements
MOL proposed a number of design and
engineering requirements for scaffold
platforms and support systems that the
WG felt were inconsistent with Canadian
and North American industry design codes
and practices. Industry experts from SIAC
and BCRAO discussed these issues with
MOL officials at numerous meetings dating
back to 2010. The scaffold industry was of
the view that many of these inconsistencies
would lead to confusion in the industry
and would ultimately have a negative effect
on regulation compliance.
Following extensive negotiations with
MOL officials, the WG completed its
work in April 2014 and presented a
comprehensive proposal to the CLRC
for distribution to stakeholders in the
construction industry. The contents of
the proposal were a compromise of many

YOUR GO-TO SOURCE FOR
SCAFFOLD TRAINING
Whether you want to become a journeyperson scaffolder,
or are looking for basic scaffold training, CLAC Training
has the courses you need.
CLAC Training offers Scaffold & Access Industry Association
Certified Industrial Scaffold Training courses, including
• 3-year Journeyperson Scaffolder Training Program
• Introduction to Scaffold Basic Competency
• Competent Person Scaffold Training
• End User Scaffold Awareness Training
• Working at Heights Training (Ontario MOL Approved Provider)
Learn more and sign up today.
1-800-700-7555 | Scaffolding@clac.ca | clac.ca/courses
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ACRONYMS
CLRC: Construction Legislative Review Committee
IHSA: Infrastructure Health and Safety Association
MOL: Ontario Ministry of Labour
PLMHSC: Provincial Labour Management Health and Safety Committee
SAE: Suspended Access Equipment
WG: Suspended Access Equipment Working Group

Why Advertise?
Access Canada is the official voice of SIAC and the
Canadian scaffolding and access industry. Published
four times a year and distributed across the country,
the magazine is followed closely by contractors,
manufacturers, engineers, and suppliers.
Access Canada is an essential
resource for members
to learn about the latest
developments pertaining
to scaffolding and access.
The magazine features
in-depth and informative
updates on regulatory
and legislative changes,
safety training, new
building techniques,
and recent
innovative projects.

mediaedgepublishing.com

Contact Mike Manko at
mikem@mediaedgepublishing.com
or 866-201-3096 to learn more
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issues suggested by ministry officials but
represented the consensus of the labour,
management and industry experts on the
WG. In June 2015, after incorporating the
comments from the broader construction
industry, the proposal to amend the
Regulations for Construction Projects was
submitted by PLMHSC to the Honourable
Kevin Flynn, Minister of Labour.

REGULATION AMENDMENT

In April 2015, MOL posted a proposed
amendment to the Regulations for
Construction Projects and requested
comment from stakeholders and the
general public during the following 90-day
period. The proposed amendment was a
“non-consensus” version of the proposal by
the PLMHSC.
SIAC submitted a comprehensive
assessment of the ministry’s proposed
regulation, emphasizing the association’s
earlier concerns and opposition to the
key issues and recommended alternative
solutions. There were three primary
recommendations to MOL:
• That it give serious consideration to the
final proposal of the WG as approved by
the PLMHSC.
• The engineering, design and related
technical issues proposed by MOL
be addressed through an industry
stakeholder group composed of experts in
engineering, scaffolding and temporary
structures.
• Update CSA standards to address new
design and testing requirements followed
by a formal reference to the standard
in the Regulations for Construction
Projects.
During the 90-day consultation period,
MOL received hundreds of submissions
supporting the recommendations of
the WG and the industry proposal. In
June 2016, Ontario Regulation 242/16 (a
regulation to amend the Regulations for
Construction Projects) was filed and came
into effect on January 1, 2017.
Following the filing of the new regulation
in June, members of SIAC carried out
a review and assessment of the new

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS AND CLARIFICATIONS
In addition to the key issues outlined in this article, the following chart illustrates a few of the other compliance
issues presented by MOL and some of the questions and clarifications needed for each:

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENT
All suspended work platforms to be
designed by P.Eng.

QUESTION OR CLARIFICATION REQUIRED
What documents are required to support this?
This requirement means every installation must be
designed for the project.

The design must allow for the accumulation of
debris from the work.

Virtually impossible for a supplier to comply with.

Design drawings must include manufacturing and
fabrication specs.

Proprietary information would not be released by
manufacturers.

Additional worst case configurations required for
testing above UL 1322-2004.

Industry must provide competent operator and
worker training.

What conditions being referred to are not covered
by UL 1322?
UL 1322-2004 isn’t yet available, so what version
should be used?
Is current IHSA training acceptable?
What training is required for occupant?
Definition is not compatible with CSA standard.

Design for anchorage connectors.

There needs to be a precise definition of
anchorage connector.

Generic installation drawings.

Requirement for statement on each drawing by
P.Eng. is outside the scope of professional liability
of P.Eng. community.

Weight of platform and components.

Clarification that hoist motors are not components
of the platform.

Location of hangers.

Clarification that this subsection doesn’t apply to
modular platforms.

ACCESS CANADA SPRING 2017
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requirements to determine compliance
measures and procedures and the impact
on the scaffold and construction industry.
Many of the new requirements were
confusing, and compliance methods and
expectations from MOL were not clear.
SIAC prepared a list of questions and
possible interpretations of the new
regulation and requested a meeting with
MOL to answer the questions and provide
clarification. On November 21, 2016 SIAC
met with senior MOL officials as well
as representatives of the Infrastructure
Health and Safety Association to clarify
the regulation requirements. The list
of compliance issues presented to the

ministry at the meeting is illustrated on the
chart on page 11.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
ministry officials promised to review
all of the technical issues that had been
presented and committed to producing a
“compliance guideline” that would clarify
them. MOL also agreed that there may
be the need for further amendments for
clarification purposes.

NEXT STEPS
Without seeing the final compliance
guideline from MOL, it is, of course,
impossible to understand how much of the

WEBSITES
MOL: www.labour.gov.on.ca

SIAC: www.siac-ontario.com

working group’s feedback was taken into
consideration. It is hoped that much of the
advice will be considered and reflected in
the guideline. Once the guideline has been
published, SIAC will undertake further
review and analysis and provide more
information to its members in the weeks
and months ahead.
Jim Wilkinson has been an engineering
consultant for 10 years and was previously
a senior forensic engineer for the
Occupational Health and Safety division
of Ontario’s Ministry of Labour. Over
the course of his career, Jim has been
instrumental in developing health and
safety regulations involving temporary
structures and access equipment. He
currently divides most of his time between
health and safety consulting and forensic
engineering. Jim is serving on the Board
of Directors of SIAC and heads up the
Government Relations Committee. He can
be reached at jim@wilkinsontechnical.com.
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BY JEREMY WARNING AND LORETTA BOUWMEESTER

OHS ENFORCEMENT:
More to Worry About Than Fines and Jail

O

HS convictions
and penalties are
expensive. In addition
to the humanistic and
moralistic aspects, the internal resources
put into managing the underlying incident
(including paying for external legal and
other help), means that an OHS fine or
administrative penalty can cost tens or
hundreds of thousands of dollars in hard
costs – and, more recently, exceeding a
million dollars in some jurisdictions for
direct penalty amounts. These significant
penalties can deeply affect an organization
and even threaten its viability.
However, this is not as bad as it can
get. OHS legislation provides for stop
work orders and, in many jurisdictions,
injunctions: court orders that can prohibit
an organization or person from carrying
on certain business and/or activities. In
some jurisdictions, the availability of an
injunction is to supplement or reinforce
regulatory powers to direct that work
be stopped. In others, injunctions can
and have been used as a tool to compel
compliance or as part of the penalty
imposed following an OHS conviction.
In this article, we explore how stop work

14

orders and injunctions are being used by
OHS regulators and courts in the health
and safety context by looking at the
experiences in various jurisdictions.

STOP WORK ORDERS,
“STOP OPERATIONS”
ORDERS, AND INJUNCTIONS
Every jurisdiction in Canada gives their
OHS officers the power to order that work
be stopped. The issuance of a stop work
order can cause significant disruptions
of work at a workplace because certain
activities cannot be carried out, equipment
may not be available, or the whole workplace
may be shut down. Yet, when this is not
enough, some OHS legislation provides that
the courts can be called upon to address
non-compliance with stop work orders or
OHS legislation by issuing an injunction.
Others permit OHS officers to stop work
at more than one of the organization’s
workplaces at the same time even though an
incident only happened at one.
On May 14, 2015, British Columbia
amended its Workers Compensation Act
(WCA) to permit a stop work order to
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apply to more than one of an employer’s
workplaces. This can happen if the
employer has failed to comply with a
provision of the WCA, or has failed to
comply with an order under that provision
in the previous year, and there is a risk of
harm. These “stop operations” orders can
be issued if there are reasonable grounds
to believe that the same or similar unsafe
conditions exist at the other workplaces.
However, British Columbia requires an
OHS officer to get prior approval, from one
of two senior WCB officials, before issuing
a stop operations order.
This expanded ability to issue stop work
orders at multiple workplaces at the same
time has recently expanded to Canada’s
Atlantic coast. On May 20, 2016, Bill 165
was passed in Nova Scotia. It amends
the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(NSOHSA). The Bill is not yet in effect but
it provides for “stop operations” orders
to be issued in a similar way as in British
Columbia. When the amended provisions
become active, a “stop operations”
order may be issued if the employer has
previously contravened the NSOHSA
or regulations (no timeframe is given

for previous contraventions) or has failed to comply with an
order and the OHS officer believes that the same or similar
conditions exist at another workplace. The “stop operations”
order must first be approved by the Executive Director of
Occupational Health and Safety (or their designate) and must
contain the same conditions as the original stop work order.
In addition to expanding the powers of OHS officers, health
and safety legislation in Canada provides for the enforcement
of orders and OHS legislation through court injunctions.
This process is available in jurisdictions such as Ontario,
British Columbia, Nova Scotia and under the Canada Labour
Code. However, injunctions are available on a more limited
basis in Ontario than in the other jurisdictions because its
Occupational Health and Safety Act only permits an injunction
to be issued by a court where a stop work order is being
contravened. The power to obtain an injunction has rarely
been exercised. The most recent case in this province, Dennis v.
1353837 Ontario Inc., 2006 CarswellOnt 3013 (S.C.J.), resulted
in a mixed finding in which the respondents would be guilty of
contempt for disregarding an injunction if they were not able
to successfully appeal against the orders, including stop work
orders, upon which the injunction was based.

THE “STOP OPERATIONS”
ORDER MUST FIRST BE
APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY (OR
THEIR DESIGNATE) AND
MUST CONTAIN THE SAME
CONDITIONS AS THE ORIGINAL
STOP WORK ORDER.
OHS legislation in Nova Scotia, B.C., and the Canada Labour
Code authorizes injunctions to stop a breach by a person
or a corporation. Therefore, injunctions are more broadly
available in these jurisdictions in relation to health and safety
matters. Injunctions, and contempt proceedings for failing
to comply with those injunctions, have been dealt with most
recently in British Columbia. In fact, in 2012, an asbestos
abatement contractor was sentenced to 60 days in jail for not
complying with an injunction that indefinitely prohibited him
from doing business in asbestos abatement, the demolition
or drywall removal business, and from providing hazardous
ACCESS CANADA SPRING 2017
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material inspections, surveys and testing
and environmental assessments (British
Columbia (Workers’ Compensation Board)
v. Moore, 2012 BCSC 109). More recently,
in February 2016, the British Columbia
Workers Compensation Board was
unsuccessful in proving alleged breaches
of an injunction against an asbestos
contracting company and two individuals.
The injunction prohibited them from
contravening applicable OHS legislation
and from exposing people to asbestos
(British Columbia (Workers’ Compensation
Board) v. Skylite Building Maintenance Ltd.,
2016 BCSC 394). The court found that the
injunction was not sufficiently clear so as
to be enforceable. Had it been clear, there
could have been very serious consequences
– including jail or a fine.
It is worth noting that, in British Columbia
and Nova Scotia (upon proclamation of Bill
165), an injunction could prohibit carrying
on a particular business or type of work. In
British Columbia the prohibition of work

could continue for an indefinite period,
while Nova Scotia will limit the prohibition
to a specific period or the occurrence of a
specific event.

INJUNCTIONS AS PENALTIES
FOR OHS CONTRAVENTIONS

An Alberta case should give employers
significant pause. In R. v. MacKay
Construction Ltd. (unreported, May 11,
2016, Alta. P.C., Red Deer, Deck J.), a
company was prohibited from carrying
on business in residential construction
or employing workers for a period of 18
months unless certain requirements were
met and approved by the OHS regulator.
The company also had to ensure that
its principal also did not engage in the
same prohibited activities. In addition,
an $11,500 fine (including the applicable
surcharge) was imposed on the company.
Based on the comments made in court,
the injunction was used to supplement
the financial penalty, which, alone, the

When it comes to jobsite safety,
your workers deserve the bestl
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Crown viewed as inadequate to give
effect to the key sentencing principle of
deterrence. Notably, MacKay Construction
and its principal did not have lawyers, the
company was insolvent with no prospect
of paying any penalty in the foreseeable
future, and the company principal was
also struggling financially. But for the
prohibition order, the fine would likely have
been in the range of $70,000 to $125,000
(plus the surcharge) since a worker, who
was not using fall protection, was seriously
injured after falling from height.
The basis for the prohibition order was
section 41.1 of the Alberta Occupational
Health and Safety Act (AOHSA). That
section provides that upon conviction, in
addition to any other action available under
the AOHSA, the court may direct a person:
(a) to establish or to revise
(i) … or
(ii) a training or educational
program regarding the health

LEGAL COLUMN
or safety of workers at the work
site,
(b) t o take specific action to improve
health and safety at work sites, or
(c) t o take any other action specified in
the regulations.
(2) Th
 e order may contain any
substance or conditions that the
court considers appropriate.
This provision of the AOHSA does not
specifically contemplate or exclude a
prohibition order. It is unclear from the
MacKay Construction transcript how section
41.1 of the AOHSA was applied to justify
the prohibition order. Neither the company
nor its principal was specifically directed to
take any action to improve health and safety.
Rather, a variance of the order could be
sought if certain steps were taken. Further,
the company was no longer operating and
the comments of the Crown were such that
the principal aim of the prohibition order
was to prevent the company and its principal
from engaging in residential construction
for the 18-month period.

legislation in Canada is being amended
to not only provide a greater ability to
use injunctions but also to provide an
expanded list of prohibitions – including
prohibiting business activity – that may be
imposed as part of an injunction. This may
signal an intention to provide more tools
for OHS officers and courts to address
breaches of OHS legislation – tools that
can seriously affect the ongoing business
and financial interests of an organization
and the key people in it.

Jeremy Warning is a former OHS
prosecutor and a partner in the national
Occupational Health and Safety and Workers’
Compensation Practice Group at Mathews
Dinsdale & Clark in Toronto. He can be
reached at (647) 777-8284 or jwarning@
mathewsdinsdale.com.
Loretta Bouwmeester is a partner in the
national Occupational Health and Safety
and Workers’ Compensation Practice Group
at Mathews Dinsdale & Clark in Calgary.
She can be reached at (403) 538-5042 or
lbouwmeester@mathewsdinsdale.com.

The upshot of the MacKay Construction
decision is that it establishes that a
prohibition order – the functional
equivalent of an injunction – can be
imposed in addition to any other penalty for
a conviction under the AOHSA. It doesn’t
take much to imagine how devastating
such orders may be. They can, effectively,
prohibit a business or individual from
engaging in their chosen livelihood, thereby
threatening the viability of the business or
resulting in individual financial ruin.
Only time will tell whether MacKay
Construction is a unique sentence crafted to
account for the very specific circumstances
of an individual matter, or if it signals the
willingness of prosecutors and the courts
to impose more severe consequences in the
name of deterrence.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

What can be taken from the cases
discussed above is that, currently, the use
of injunctions in the health and safety
context remains relatively rare. However,
as demonstrated by the recent expansion of
injunctive remedies in Nova Scotia, OHS
ACCESS CANADA SPRING 2017
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MEMBER PROFILE

MEMBER PROFILE:

Klimer Business Review Meeting

Klimer Platforms
HISTORY

K

limer is proud to be a part
of the Mast Climbing Work
Platform industry for over
24 years, as well as a member
of the SIAC since 2000.

Klimer Platforms Inc. was established
in 1993 by Jay Gordon. It began as a
supplier of the Alimak Mast Climbing
work platform to the North American
construction market. In 1999, the decision
was made to invest in a Research and
Development Program in order to develop
Klimer’s own mast climbing work platform,
the KPM-8. The move was driven by
client’s requests for an MCWP that better
met the demands of the North American
construction industry.
In 2005, Klimer designed and developed its
second mast climbing work platform: the
KlimerLite. The KlimerLite was introduced
as a compact, lighter duty version of the
heavy-duty KPM-8. Two years later, Klimer
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brought its first in the series of Klimer
Transport Platforms to the industry. It was
designed for efficient transport of man and
material, without the need of a dedicated
operator. In 2011, Klimer acquired Valco
and added two regional offices in Canton,
OH and China Grove, North Carolina. Two
years ago, Klimer added its third regional
office in Calgary, AB and most recently
opened in Easton, Maryland to service the
northeastern U.S. market.

REFLECTING ON 2016

Our network of regional offices combined
with our dealer network across Canada and
the U.S. as well as an increasing demand for
our products and services were key factors
triggering an introspective look this past
year. Determining what it takes to grow as
a company, meet and exceed the needs of
our customers, and invest in our business
continues to be a focus going into 2017.
With this in mind, we have been expanding
the role of our regional management team
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to lead the organization, we have added
a general manager in our Milton head
office that has a proven track record with
branch networks, and we are putting the
final touches on a new Klimer look for
introduction in 2017 that really sets the
stage for Klimer for the next several years.
Continuing the partnership with our loyal
customer base, as well as building new
relationships, contributed to our success
in 2016. Two recent Canadian projects,
the HBC tower retrofit project and Rogers
Place arena, were highlights of our year,
proving our versatility, engineering
capabilities and total project solutions.

HBC – THE SIMPSONS TOWER

We are currently supplying a full access
and material handling solution for a
47-storey tower retrofit project on the
iconic Hudson’s Bay Company building in
the heart of downtown Toronto. Since the
tower is located at one of the city’s busiest
intersections, the focus to keep pedestrians

MEMBER PROFILE
Rogers Place
AB Project

safe and occupants in the building
undisturbed was pivotal. No available
staging area or material pathway were
challenges overcome by a combination
of engineering expertise, high
performance KPM-8 work platforms
and the KTP-5 transport platform.

ROGERS PLACE
We were honoured to be shortlisted for
Project of the Year at the Access, Lift &
Handlers Conference & Awards for our
contribution to the Rogers Place arena in
Edmonton. Multiple trades – including
the building envelope contractor,
plumbers, electricians and others – carried
out their work on the 24 KlimerLite mast
climbers designed to provide full access
to the architecturally challenging curved
façade. The unique design of the arena
required us to proficiently plan the design,
location, orientation and ties to the
structure, which were all components of
Klimer’s site solution.

Hudsons Bay Project
– The Simpson Tower

LOOKING INTO 2017

We are excited to announce we have
acquired the rights to manufacture the
Hydek mast-climbing work platform and
will begin production of the next generation
this year. With a goal to combine the
features that have been most enjoyed by
current users with Klimer’s ease-of-use
drive system, the Hydek will become our
dedicated masonry machine. Building off
of Hydek’s current support network of
core clients, we plan to continue to grow
those relationships through innovation,
the investment in future developments
and collaboration.
We are also excited to reveal our refreshed
brand in the coming months. The
reinvigoration of the brand was a natural
step in the evolution of the company. The
new brand puts a special emphasis on
customer experience, communicating our
story effectively in terms of what we can
offer the market, and lends a tremendous
amount of inspiration to the internal team.

KLIMER’S VISION:
We see complex problems solved. We see more creative architecture and building
projects. We see builders, engineers, project managers and crew leaders sleeping
well at night knowing their crews are safe and their costs are under control. We
see ROI realized through improved productivity and profitability.

WHAT WE OFFER OUR
CUSTOMERS

We custom design, rent and sell our
heavy-duty KPM-8, medium-light duty
KlimerLite work platforms, and KTP
Series of transport platforms for material
handling. These drive units are the
backbone of our business with a proven
track record of performance. Our plans
are to build off the strength of these
drive systems with enhanced platform
innovations for material handling, loading
and user safety. Klimer has been an
industry leader in platform configuration,
tackling some of the industry’s more
challenging projects, and will continue to
expand the potential of platforms for access
and material handling.
In addition to our unrivalled high
performance platforms, we also provide:

· Access project management
Total solutions approach &
· advisory
services
· On-site training
· Installation & dismantle
· On-call/on-site service technician
ACCESS CANADA SPRING 2017
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SAFETY POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

SAFETY POLICIES
AND PROGRAMS
BY BRUCE BOLDUC

M

ost companies are
now aware of the
requirement to have
a Safety Policy. If not,
then here’s the rule: If your firm regularly
employs five or more workers, you
must have a safety policy and a safety
program to implement that policy.
Now many people simply go to
the Internet and download the
first free one they find. That can
work; however, simply grabbing anything could leave the
company exposed.

The policy and its accompanying
program must be reflective of the
company and its work. I have seen
many companies with what they thought
was a good program, only to find out that
it did not reference Ontario Regulations,
or that the company that the policy was

“borrowed” from is still referenced in the
policy. Of course this is only found out
in the event of an accident or incident.
Sadly, many of these companies paid for
the program.
You can imagine your surprise when the
Ministry of Labour asks questions of your
staff regarding responsibilities, and they
don’t even know you have a policy. Or
your supervisor does not know he/she is
responsible for the actions of your staff and
sub-trades.
A safety program does not have to be
complicated and it does not have to be 150
pages with sub-categories. It does have
to reflect the company’s commitment to
keeping their workers safe, and demonstrate
how they going to accomplish that.
The first part is just a policy statement.
It must lay out basic responsibilities to
the various parties, such as management,
supervisors and workers. It must be
signed and dated by upper management
within the year. It must also be posted in
a conspicuous location that workers can
see it.
That is just the first part. The program must
be more specific.
You should have a very clear discipline
policy. This spells out what will happen
in the event that someone breaks the
rules. Most companies use the three
strike process:
1. Verbal warning.
2. Written warning.
3. Termination.
You should also have policies on what to
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SAFETY POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

A SAFETY PROGRAM
DOES NOT HAVE TO
BE COMPLICATED AND
IT DOES NOT HAVE TO
BE 150 PAGES WITH
SUB-CATEGORIES. IT
DOES HAVE TO REFLECT
THE COMPANY’S
COMMITMENT TO
KEEPING THEIR
WORKERS SAFE,
AND DEMONSTRATE
HOW THEY GOING TO
ACCOMPLISH THAT.

Ad-SIA Canada-half-horiz-17-02-OL.pdf 1 2/6/2017

do in the event of an emergency. Who calls
911? Who directs in EMS? Who notifies
the Ministry of Labour in the event of a
“Critical Injury”? Who calls the family of
the injured worker? Does the company
have “modified duties”?
A policy on PPE is important: When and
where to wear it, what to wear, who is
responsible to make sure it’s being used?
Training policies should be included.
When is it required? Does it meet the legal
requirements? Who will pay for it?
Check the regulations for legally required
policies, such as confined space or traffic
control. The company must have written
procedures for many work activities and these
must be communicated to each worker.
Social media is a new type of policy that
every company should have. Can anyone
post a picture of anything happening
on the job? What happens in the event
of an accident
or injury? These postings
10:34:46
AM

can be used to convict a company. Other
workers have filed WSIB claims based on
online harassment.
Finally, make sure that the legal responsibilities of each are addressed. This
information must be clearly communicated
to everyone. Simply having a binder in the
truck or office does not help in clearing
your name, or the company. Safety talks
are an easy way to have everyone informed.
Have an attendance sheet, and leave room
for questions.
Thank you,
Bruce Bolduc, CHSC, CRSP, P.GSC
Construction Workplace Safety Training
Ltd. is a full service safety consulting firm.
We offer training, policies and procedures
as well as on-site evaluation and accident
investigation. Our staff have a broad range
of backgrounds, from heavy equipment,
construction, mining, logistics and commercial operations. We can assist in all safety
issues of a company.
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SKYWAY CANADA’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

Refinery Project - New Construction

SKYWAY CANADA

50 Years in Business with Solutions You Can Trust:
Scaffold Sales, Rentals and Service

S

kyway Canada has been
safely supporting its
customers since 1967.
For the past 50 years,
Skyway Canada has been a trusted provider
of safe, cost-effective scaffold and shoring
solutions across the country. Skyway is a
single source solutions provider offering
scaffolding, swing stage, shoring, engineering, design and scaffold erection and
dismantling services. Our service includes
project management, cost control and
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billing systems. Tailored management
solutions can be integrated with clients’
internal systems, ensuring accuracy, efficiency and timely reporting.
The company, which is Canadian owned
and operated, has 190 full-time employees
and 800 employees in the field, with
branch locations in Toronto, Bolton,
Sarnia, Thunder Bay, Montreal, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Whitecourt and
Grande Prairie.
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Skyway Canada was established in Toronto
in 1967 with the mission to supply
contractors and the commercial market
in southern Ontario. In 1996 Skyway
expanded to Sarnia, in order to better
serve Ontario’s industrial market and in
1998 the company established itself in
Alberta. In 2005, Skyway acquired SkyHigh
Scaffold in order to expand its operations
into northern Ontario, Saskatchewan and

SKYWAY CANADA’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

“WHAT MAKES US
UNIQUE IS OUR
EXPERIENCE AND
EXPERTISE IN THE
DESIGN, ENGINEERING,
DELIVERY AND
MAINTENANCE OF
OUR SYSTEMS."

Shoring Project

GARY CAREW, PRESIDENT & CEO,
SKYWAY CANADA
Manitoba. In 2015 Skyway purchased the
scaffold division of the PERI company –
thus adding operations in Bolton, Ontario
and Montreal – and giving entry into the
solar farm and special event industries.
Skyway has built a good reputation and all

of these acquisitions have provided Skyway
with a strong market presence from British
Columbia through Quebec.
“Our approach is to develop the right
solution for every project, to ensure safety,
production efficiency, cost effectiveness

and on-time completion,” says Skyway
Canada President and CEO Gary Carew.
“What makes us unique is our experience
and expertise in the design, engineering,
delivery and maintenance of our systems.
We have set the highest industry standards

Alberta Carpenters Training Centre
We’ve trained North America’s
best scaffolders for 15 years.
The Alberta Carpenters Training
Centre has delivered its 3-year
Scaffolder Apprenticeship and Carpenter JM Upgrade
Scaffold Programs, as well as dozens of other safety and
skill training programs, to thousands of students in three
training centres – Edmonton, Ft. McMurray & Calgary –
since 1994.
Our new $23 million centre includes two state-ofthe-art scaffold shops, including one purpose-built to
accommodate suspended scaffolding.
ACTC-trained scaffolders work on some of the world’s
largest mega-projects. Many of the scaffolds they design
and build are unique, highly-complicated, and critical to
both human safety and worker productivity.

www.abcarptc.ab.ca
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SKYWAY CANADA’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

for safety and quality. We are a safe company,
not just a company with a safety manual. Our
vision for this company is to be the safest,
smartest scaffolding company in Canada.”
Skyway always strives to hire the most talented,
determined, qualified people in the business,
offer them generous opportunities to grow and
develop their careers, and do so in an environment that encourages success. Our philosophy
for our employees is, “Bring the skills we need
to the company, and we’ll support you, empower
you and help you grow your career. We want to
be the place to work in our industry; we want
people to come and develop a career here. We
believe in open and honest communication.
For more information please contact:
Terry Haunn
Vice President, Business Development
Skyway Canada Limited
T: (780) 413.8007
F: (780) 413.8012
E: terry.haunn@skycan.ca
W: www.skycan.ca

(TOP) Froth Tank – Internal Scaffold
(RIGHT) Lions Gate Bridge, Vancouver, B.C.
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StEEL AND ALUMINUM pRODUCtS

Ambitious FinAnciAl
tArgets? cAll
ProscAFF
Massive Inventory
Competitive Pricing
Professional Quality Management
Improve your competitiveness and
bottom line. Call us today.
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For Safety, Quality and
Productivity use the
Professionally Trained
and Certified Members of
Carpenters’ & Allied
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The only Union
you need for all your
Scaffolding
building requirements.
Building the Skills that
Build Canada, Build
Better - Build with the
Carpenters Union

Carpenters and Allied Workers Local 27
222 Rowntree Dairy Rd, Woodbridge, ON L4L 9T2
www.carpenterslocal27.ca

